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the astrologers' golden age web site gives a brief overview of astrology throughout the ages. this provides an
excellent introduction for those just starting to explore the subject. links are also given to some of the
astrologers mentioned below. astrological services provides a list of services offered by western astrologer l.
martin schulman, a professional consultant astrologer. his services include consultation; ongoing support and
advice by email and telephone; and ongoing public astrological talks astrology the portal of grandmaster mark j.
schulman offers convenient access to a wide range of astrological services, in addition to articles explaining the
various astrological systems and information on your own sign astrological magazine onlineweb magazine
producing articles on astrological topics. astrological magazine online is hosted by editor jeff brinn. includes
articles from professional astrologers, as well as articles written by astrologers who are part of the astrological
investigations project, a mutual-help group supporting victims of psychic cults. wahtaz website the main site of
astrologer/author and reader favorite, wahtaz. includes blog, calendar of reading events, articles on astrology
and related topics, and a "root" course covering the key concepts of astrology. extensive study resources. new
site: https://www.tahtaz.com the astrology hall of fame web site of astrologer marie-louise christensen. main
features: a statistical and historical listing of astrologers, defined by criteria of significance (e. g., unique name,
unusual birth time, work on method or theory, important figure, etc.), divided by periods and countries; an
archive of profiles of notable astrologers; a bibliography of studies of astrology; a bibliography of sites on
astrology; and articles on various astrological topics, including the history of astrology, the nature of
horoscopes, and the uses and abuses of astrology.
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